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Demco study zone transforms learning experience for post-16 students 
 
Post-16 students at Roundhay School Secondary Campus, Leeds, are benefitting from an 
exciting new Sixth Form Study Zone, with design and furnishing by library interiors 
expert Demco Interiors. 
 
The building is the centrepiece of a multi-million pound building project for the exclusive use of the 

school’s 500 sixth form students. The challenge for Demco Interiors was to design and space plan the 
study area’s interior to accommodate an ever increasing number of students, but at the same time 
create a modern and welcoming feel. 

 
Co-creating the design 
It was particularly important that students should have their say in how they would like to use their 

new space.  Before starting the project, the Demco team carried out a co-creation consultation 
workshop with a selection of sixth form students and staff to hear exactly what they wanted from 
their new environment. Combined with other feedback this helped inform the design, space planning 

and choice of furnishings. The overall design brief was to create a calm space away from the rest of 
the busy school. 

 
Feedback from the workshop clearly showed that students wanted to have choice in the way they 
worked, whether it was individually or in groups, side by side but privately, spreading out or keeping 

close, moving intuitively or between spaces to suit the need of the moment. An intuitive design gave 
them autonomy in how they used the new space, compared to their old library which provided a 

more formal, traditional library layout. 
 
Balancing private and collaborative study space needs 

The consultation also highlighted that students wanted to have quiet spaces where they could 
concentrate on their studies without distractions or diversions. Exam times were particularly stressful, 
so it was important that the interior design and furnishings should accommodate a maximum 

numbers of students without compromising comfort or individual space. Careful space planning and 
flexible furnishings ensured they had the right balance of personal, collaborative and study space. 
The design incorporated acoustic solutions to achieve this balance. 



 

 
Students also asked for a mix of individual and collaborative study spaces with quiet and silent study 

areas. Space was maximised by incorporating Demco’s bespoke ‘sawtooth’ workstations as a space-
saving alternative to standard workstations, at the same time giving students an element of privacy. 
 

Large format study tables give students the space they asked for to spread out books and papers and 
the tilt tops and castors mean that the tables can be moved and easily nested when not needed. Two 
pods were installed to give students discreet areas where they can study privately or work 

collaboratively around a large screen. 
 

The project fulfilled the brief to create a new library/learning space that respected the values of the 
old library – warm, welcoming, safe and study focused but delivered through a new, modern, and 
flexible design. 

 
Abigail Tyrell, Designer, Demco Interiors, said: “We were delighted to work on such an exciting 
project and to have the opportunity to listen to students’ views and opinions. It’s such an outstanding 

success that it was hard for us to organise a photoshoot because the library was always so incredibly 
busy!” 
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